
 

Still Breathing  

Season 1 
Episodes: 13  
Duration: 44’  

Synopsis:  

A gripping and deeply moving drama series about a group of 
old friends who have drifted apart as they have grown older. 
They are brought together when tragedy strikes... causing 
forgotten wounds to break open, old flames of passion to 
rekindle and secrets which lay buried, to finally be uncovered.  

Episode: 1/13 Duration: 44’ Rating: 16VL  

Episode Synopsis:  

In the pilot we get to meet all the friends and get some insight 
into the existing dynamics. Abi once again takes a pregnancy 
test that ultimately comes out negative as Trent - in the car with 
Abi’s best friend Candice - dies in a car accident not too far 
from their home. The old friends are brought together by the 
sudden tragedy.  

Episode: 2/13 Duration: 44’ Rating: 16VL  

Episode Synopsis:  



Stephen returns from Poland to find that nothing back home is 
the same. We are introduced to Lucille - who was once a part 
of the group before she was frozen out - in a flashback of Abi 
and Trent’s wedding. The friends try to pick the respective 
pieces of their lives back up after Trent’s untimely death. 
Candice has a dislocated shoulder and calls on T-Boss for  

help. Trish is doing all she can to ensure that her son has a 
dignified funeral, Danny deals with another death and a 
stranger shows up at the Williams’s house proclaiming to be 
Trent’s long-lost son Matthew.  

Episode: 3/13 Duration: 44’ Rating: 16VL  

Episode Synopsis:  

It’s the day of Trent’s funeral. The friends have a special 
presentation planned for the funeral much to Oliver’s chagrin. 
The Williams family has their life shaken up as they welcome 
Trent’s long-lost son into their home during their period of 
mourning. Candice is lying to her friends about her injuries and 
whereabouts, she comforts her friend Abi while she lies to her 
about her involvement with Trent and the accident. Stephen 
tries to find his footing in his old circle of friends. Lucille tries 
her best to comfort her old friend Abi during her time of need.  

Episode: 4/13 Duration: 44’ Rating: 16VL  

Episode Synopsis:  

Oliver doubts the veracity of Matthews claims and is sure to let 
Matthew know that he does not trust him. Trish visits the scene 
of the accident and has a revelation that sets her on the path 
for truth. Abi tries her best to find a way to move on without 
Trent but falters at each turn. Jessica and Danny’s coffee shop 
has been robbed, putting more weight on their relationship as 
their financial problems increase. T-Boss treats the man who is 
the possible cause of Trent’s death, losing his best friend gets 
to him and he has a “meltdown” in the hospital. Tegan - Trent’s 



sister - is not coping with her brother’s death. Lucille meets 
Ntombi, a woman who is about to change her life. Stephen tries 
his best to take some of his former life back from his mother’s 
new boyfriend. We get a closer look into Matthew’s 
background. Matthew vindicates himself.  

Episode: 5/13 Duration: 44’ Rating: 16VL  

Episode Synopsis:  

Candice tries her best to hide the truth from the PI Trish has 
hired to look into Trent’s death. There’s a quiet storm brewing - 
with Matthew in the middle - in the Williams household. Trish 
turns on Candice which sends her into a spin. The distance 
between T-Boss and Noli steadily grows. Tegan misreads a 
situation and causes some somewhat irreversible damage 
between Trish and Abi. We meet Helen and Colin - Abi and 
Jessica’s parents - and get some insight into Helen’s 
deteriorating condition. Stephen finds a new home. Tegan 
spins out of control as she wears her brother’s hoodie. Jessica 
and Danny’s financial problems become progressively worse. 
Ntombi and Lucille grow closer. Candice has flashbacks of her 
time spent with Trent. Matthew and Oliver band together to find 
Matthew’s mother.  

 


